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A CHALLENGING YET REWARDING JOURNEY
NIHSS celebrates its 4th Anniversary

Sebenzile Nkambule
he National Institute for the
Humanities and Social Sciences
(NIHSS) celebrated four years of existence
on the 5th of December 2017. Established
by the former Minister of Higher Education
and Training in December of 2013 through the
Higher Education Act of 1997, its formation was
necessitated by the progressive de-prioritisation
of the humanities and social sciences in the
country. CEO of the NIHSS, Professor Sarah
Mosoetsa, admits that like any new venture, the
establishment of the institute has had its set of
challenges as well as great rewards.
“What an exhilarating, yet tough journey it
has been setting up such a novel entity, purely
to enhance and support the humanities and
social sciences. We have had to hit the ground
running and implement as we set up our
systems and processes. Although great
progress and strides must still be made in this
regard, to date this has been a fulfilling
experience, beyond measure,” says Prof
Mosoetsa.
“45 doctoral graduates and 450 doctoral
fellows in the system…”
Just in four years of existence, the institute
boasts over 45 doctoral graduates and over 450
doctoral fellows in the system. NIHSS is well on
its way to achieving a target of 700 doctoral
graduates by 2020. This is a significant
contribution to the higher education sector, but
also to our society. Not only is the NIHSS
leading all efforts to bolster teaching and
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research in the humanities and social sciences,
it is creating opportunities for society to engage
with the humanities and social sciences in
creative and accessible ways – bringing
knowledge to life and reflecting lived realities.
Prof Mosoetsa says that “introducing a new
entity such as the NIHSS to the higher
education community – universities and
government - has been worthwhile. The
newness and innovativeness of the institute
brought along naysayers about the viability of
the institute.” She believes that the
achievements and milestones achieved so far
have allayed their concerns.“Our first
achievement was the actual establishment of
the institute for the humanities and social
sciences. Although currently funding the 450
PhD students and over a hundred scholars, we
do not regard our work as that of being a
funding agency. We support the humanities
and social sciences in regaining its rightful
position in the higher education landscape.”
The work to make the humanities and social
sciences accessible for people to engage tangible
ways is reflected in the identified heritage sites,
also known as humanities hubs. These are
public sites such as the Liliesleaf Farm and
Freedom Park, which have historical
significance, and are an example of how history
lives in the present.
Academia should lead in the debate over how
society engages with these, and what narratives
are told regarding these public spaces. In the
same way universities are public spaces, they
too must be engaged and barriers to these
spaces must be dismantled.
Good governance strengthening the
transformation agenda
Prof Mosoetsa also prides herself in the display
of good governance by the NIHSS. ‘We received
a clean audit from the Auditor General of South
Africa, we are putting public funds to good use
for transformation. The institute must reflect
and embody the attributes of the type of society
it strives to help create; which is a
values-driven, people centered and aspirational
environment with a clear and transformative
agenda. Higher education in South Africa has
experienced amplified calls for transformation
of the sector. Calls for transformation include a
diversity of race and gender in academia, new
voices and thinkers in education and new
Africa-centric knowledges.’ She believes the
NIHSS is participating in the debates and
heeding the call to redefine what the humanities
and social sciences mean in the African context,
however warns that transforming the
post-apartheid landscape will not happen
overnight. ‘When you do capacity building well,
you will achieve transformation. There are no
quick wins. The PhD journey is a long journey,
but each graduate contributes not only to higher
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education but to the country and our continent.
A reinvigoration of the humanities and social
sciences has been long overdue.’
Growing the humanities and
social sciences
Dr Rene Smith, Chairperson of the South
African Humanities Deans Association
(SAHUDA), says the NIHSS has contributed
significantly to ‘growing the humanities and
social sciences through scholarships and
catalytic research projects’. Some of the key
milestones that stand out for her are the
‘signing of the memorandum of understanding
between SAHUDA and the NIHSS, the
appointment of the Doctoral School mentors, as
well as the inaugural Humanities and Social
Sciences (HSS) Awards - which also recognise
the digital humanities and creative outputs.’ For
the future, Dr Smith hopes the NIHSS will
‘strengthen and advocate for the Humanities
across South African universities and provide a
dedicated, diversified funding instruments,
exclusively for the humanities and social
sciences, while prioritising humanities
research, driven by the global south, that
contributes to strengthening civic engagement
and democratic participation across the SADC
region and the continent. In addition to
promoting inter- and multi-transdisciplinary
and collaborative projects, while fostering the
integration of STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics).’

Dr Zibonele Zimba, as a
beneficiary of NIHSS funding,
reflecting on the impact the NIHSS
has had on his academic career
says: ‘coming from field of Social
Science with little recognition in
the body of knowledge and
academia in general, the NIHSS
has shown us that humanities
matter.
The NIHSS had a significant
impact on enabling me to pursue a
topic on family strengthening
programmes in my field. I believe
my research holds a solution to
curb child neglect and child abuse
in South Africa. It has given me the
power to critically look at South
African policies and their
feasibility to address South African
problems, specifically those that
affect families.
The NIHSS also provided me
with an opportunity to network
and work with scholars of note in
my field. It has helped me to build a
sustainable network with mentors
that I have worked with over the
years. I believe the NIHSS is
necessary for the Higher education
sector and society broadly. It is
investing strategically in the future
of higher education through
knowledge production and helping
in possible staffing of higher
education in the future. I believe
NIHSS gives an opportunity to
doctoral students who are hungry
for education and making their
academic dreams come true. The
NIHSS is necessary for our
communities, and society at large,
precisely because through the
research conducted, we create
collaborative projects and design
programmes that address
socio-economic issues that
ultimately help society. The NIHSS’
financial assistance helped a lot in
ensuring that I start and finish my
doctoral project. Being a first
generation in my family to study
this far, without the NIHSS
support, I am absolute I would have
not achieved my doctoral

Dr Zibonele Zimba, one of the 45 NIHSS-funded doctoral
graduates ANDC 2017 with the NIHSS' Dr Ndivhuwo Luruli
qualification in record time.’

investigations on child sexual
offences. It is relatively new in the
Fulfilling a dream of an
country and there are few experts
African child
on it. The NIHSS has helped me to
Sisanda Msekele, third year PhD
meet those people and since then I
student at Wits University,
have a very good relationship with
reflecting on the NIHSS: ‘The
them. I was also able to attend
NIHSS is more than just funding, I conferences - including the Annual
mean this literally… it is about me National Doctoral Conference that
being given a chance to pursue a
was recently held on 1-2 November
dream as a Black child, with a
2017, hosted by the Institute. Even
disability, and as a woman. It is an there, I was able to network with
acknowledgement that I am
academics that are in the field of
capable. An institute like the
child sexual abuse.I think the
NIHSS is necessary because it
institute is necessary for higher
gives people opportunities to
education institutions as it is able
access education at a higher level.
to bring academics together to
For a new institute, it supports a
share ideas on various fields on
large number of students. This is
social sciences and humanities,
positive for our country.’
which help during policy
formulations that guide practice in
“Research is a process with
various fields. The institute for me
a lot of dynamics”
is a need in the country. Research is
Doctoral student at the University a process that requires funds for
of Limpopo, Frank Rapholo says:
one to be able to attain it. The
‘First, let me thank the institute for institute has made my doctoral
funding my research project on my journey to be easier in the
doctoral journey. To be honest,
struggle.’
research is a process with lot of
Prof Mosoetsa concludes that
dynamics. Through
“our record to date serves as an
NIHSS-SAHUDA grants, I was able attestation of our achievements,
to network with colleagues and
which we would have not been able
academics from across the country, to accomplish without the support
as my data collection obliged me to of academics, vice chancellors,
travel from across the country. My deans and key our partners such as
area of interest is forensic
CODESRIA.”

